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About This Game

Moral King is an interactive movie, which means you can control the protagonist during the movie. Whenever the mouse pointer
is visible, you are asked. You have to decide, solve puzzles and react quickly in some places.

Story:
When the loved one of our nameless hero is surprisingly abducted, a clue leading him to a castle ruin. There he dives into the

medieval environment of the castle Altendorf and tries to liberate his lover by solving puzzles and overcoming guards.
Whether he manages to get arrested, or rather leaves the castle with a chest full of treasures, the viewer decides in an interactive

film experience with the style of a video role-playing game ...
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Title: Moral King
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Forester Games
Publisher:
Mark Wortmann
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8 or higher

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTX 460 or higher

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese,French
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This game is a short interactive movie.
Maybie this unparallel realism will be the norm in a dozen of years, heck this game has really the better graphics one could
dream for, for now and later...(pretty much)

The game has 3 endings. Without spoiling, there's a lot of humor in two of them (Much appreciated).
The plot and hero actions are well planned.

This game is not very long, doesn't have top notch costumes (the guards do have their costumes), or scenery (the big castle
excepted), but is real cheap, particularly when discounted.

I recommend this game. Try it maybie. It does not take a lot of time or money if you ask.. game is actually half decent. in a few
places the subtitles go off, but it's pretty good.. Aside from the interface being a little weird to navigate through, this was a sweet
game to play with a loved one on a Friday afternoon with sammiches and drinks by our side.. The video doesn\u2019t play
correctly and that\u2019s kind of the whole point of full motion video (FMV) games.. This is such a dorky game. But if you
know that going into it, you'll probably have a decent time. I chuckled.
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Hey Barbarians, the update 1.8.6 is ready!:

We'll do our best to fix all the issues reported and update the game on regular basis. Thank you!

Age of Barbarian Ex 1.8.6

- When there were two or more surrendered enemies, the green button could glitch, fixed.
- Gurgo's Wagon palace (Epilogue); At the beginning of the level the controls could freeze, fixed.
- Gurgo's Wagon palace (Epilogue); Katra didn't strike the fatal blow, fixed.
- Kar-Azza: Vampire bat stange behavior, fixed.
- Kar-Azza: Weapons Disappear, fixed.
- If the Wyvern reaches you while you're at the peak, it initiates the duel, fixed.
- The doors were always open, fixed.
- The Slaves' Fortress: The campfire ambush now work correctly.
- The Slaves' Fortress: the counter for the Elixer of Life didn't appear, fixed.
- The Slaves' Fortress: The sound of the arrow in the cave sometimes repeats,fixed.
- The Slaves' Fortress: The door key could disappear, fixed.
- Sheyna's shower: The sawaxe was missing, fixed.
- Some other minor glitches fixed.

Improvements:

- Game balance improved.
- Light/shadow engine improved.
- Render engine improved.
- Azga forest, the forest now look better.
- Azga forest, leaves animation improved.
- Water and waterfall effect improved.. Age of Barbarian Ex - HOT FIX for 1.9.6 #2#:
We'll do our best to fix all the issues reported and update the game on regular basis. Thank you!

Age of Barbarian Ex - HOT FIX for 1.9.6 #2#

- Spider God: Memory Issue Crash, fixed.
- Spider God: some other general optimizations.
. Hey Barbarians, the update 1.8.4 is ready::
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Hey Barbarians, the update 1.8.4 is ready:
We'll do our best to fix all the issues reported and update the game on regular basis. Thank you!

Age of Barbarian Ex 1.8.4

- Inventory: now the new weapons are displayed correctly.
- Merchant: the new weapons are now displayed correctly.
- Rhaan meet Ron / Rhaan meet Tara, the new SawSword was missing. fixed.
- Mombata AI improved.
- Save issue, fixed.
- Counterattack doesnt cause damage if player Lv was inferior of 4, fixed.
- The Slaves' Fortress: Katra walking animation, fixed.
- Basilisk: The cutscene now work correctly.
- Controls stop working after the first cutscene and then again after the mercenary guy. Fixed.
- No weapon in Wyvern Hunter battle, fixed.
- Map issue, after switching to Slave's Fortress. fixed.
- Achievement "We are not for sale" didn't unlock, fixed.

Improvements:
- Gurgo's Wagon palace, shadow added.
- Some of the original game's dialogue, are changed in order to fix the Slaves' Fortress story.. Age of Barbarian Ex, update 1.6.6
!!!:
Hey Barbarians, the update 1.6.6 is ready:
We'll do our best to fix all the issues reported and update the game on regular basis. Thank you!

Age of Barbarian Ex 1.6.6

- Azga Forest, 2-3: a Glitch happened if an enemy was executed close to the wall, fixed.
- Azga Forest, 2-3: impaled trap (right), now work correctly.
- Furon-Azza, 5-3: Screen problem fixed.
- Furon-Azza: Beastman, attack up doesn't hurt the player, fixed.
- Furon-Azza, Dragon: Dragon blinking (low ram issue), we optimized the ram usage, if you still encounter the problem please
report it to us.
- Furon-Azza, Dragon: when the dragon is down you can pass him away by running, fixed.
- Necron's fortress: final stage, Sheyna's sword disappear, fixed.. Hey Barbarians, the update 1.9.2 is ready::
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We'll do our best to fix all the issues reported and update the game on regular basis. Thank you!

Age of Barbarian Ex 1.9.2

- Map: If you were attacked by a wyvern on the Spider God spot, the game took you to the wrong location, fixed.
- Wyvern's rider ambush: The menu of equipped items did not appear, fixed.
- Wyvern's rider ambush: it's not longer possible to open the menu and to quit the event.
- Shadows dungeon, Enemy shadow: when you are grabbed, you are no longer being dragged through the screen, fixed.
- Spider God, Undead warrior: When you are grabbed, you are no longer being dragged through the screen, fixed.
- Spider God: Stability improved.
- Spider God: memory optimization.
- Some shadow animations were not displayed correctly, fixed.
- Kar-Azza: Rahaan's high spinning slash was out of sync, fixed.
- Chuth: Game memory usage, improved.
- Chuth: The animation of the kidnapped girl presented an error, fixed.
- Necron's Fortress: There was a scene where some weapons were missing, fixed.

Improvements:
- Shadows dungeon: Enemy shadow AI imprpved.
- Shadows dungeon: The overall appearance has been improved.
- General game performance optimization.
- Fireball FX is now improved.
- Shadow engine improved.
- Some other little details improved.. Hey Barbarians, the update 1.9.6 is ready::
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Hey Barbarians, the update 1.9.6 is ready:
We'll do our best to fix all the issues reported and update the game on regular basis. Thank you!

Age of Barbarian Ex 1.9.6

- Jungle of Chuth: Some fps optimization.
- During the Ambush of the Wyvern's rider some of the new moveset didn't work, fixed.
- Spider God, the forest: The hero's portrait is now allineated to the left edge of the screen.
- Spider God: Some other minor engine optimizations.

Improvements:
- Controller config imrpoved. The game is now Full Controller Supported.
- In game Menu: Moveset updated.
- In game Menu: Due the new equipement systen, now it start from the character INFO.
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